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WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS

Wage audits are a critical tool for states looking to help reduce improper payments. Yet for many employers, responding 
to wage audit requests is becoming more cumbersome. Many states are no longer willing to accept data that is not delivered  
in the format specified, and there are various penalties and risks associated with incomplete or untimely wage audit responses. 

We Get It We Got It

Too much information 
Many states are no longer willing to accept 
payroll information that isn’t aligned to the 
specific dates requested.

Our wage audit solution delivers a specific audit 
response to each wage audit request in the 
date range requested by the state agency.

Format
States often require that responses be  
delivered in a specific format (usually  
Sunday to Saturday) that often does not  
match employer pay periods.

Our proprietary, real-time, rules-based database 
maintains response requirements from each 
state, producing wage audit responses in the 
required format. 

Truncated SSN
States are issuing wage audits with truncated 
SSN, creating additional work to match with  
the right employee.

Our claims database is second to none,  
offering an efficient, automated resource for 
matching claimant data to the audit request.

The Wage Audit solution from Equifax delivers a platform that helps employers reduce the burden of response and meet  
the wage audit obligations of the state agencies. Coupled with reporting functionality for improved oversight, both the  
fully-automated service, and our prompted, online workflow, help deliver process improvement and resource efficiency  
to employers looking for relief from tedious wage audit tasks:

AUTOMATED: With a few adaptations to a base file feed, your payroll data can be sent to Equifax and the wage audit  
responses extracted and dispatched back to the state agency.

WEB MODULE: A prompted workflow that facilitates entry of required data based on the audit request to produce  
a compliant response back to the state agency. 


